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Background
- Discharge criteria at MSK was not standardized
- The lack of specific objective criteria did not permit quantification of discharge readiness
- Use of a standardized scoring tool provides consistent delivery of optimal patient care, meets TJC requirements and ASPAN recommended standards

Purpose
To develop a Post-Anesthetic Discharge Scoring Tool that would quantify when patients were clinically ready for discharge, thereby permitting patient to reach their post-operative milestones.

Methods
- A review of literature was inclusive of 86 articles
- Compared common discharge scoring tools and queried outside hospitals with similar patient populations
- MSK IRB approved retrospective study: “Development of a Discharge Scoring Tool in the Post Anesthesia Care Unit”, WA 0277-15 (07.2015)
- 135 consecutive patients were retrospectively reviewed who underwent major thoracic or hepatic/pancreatic surgery from January to March 2015
  - This population was selected due to being the longest length of stay in PACU

Discharge Scoring Tool

Guiding Principles
- An acceptable discharge assessment score is defined as a calculated tally of 8 or greater with no zeros in any parameter
- Criteria consists of 2 consecutive acceptable discharge assessment scores
- If patient criteria is not met and the healthcare team considers the patient ready for discharge, documentation is required by both the RN and APP

Application to Practice
- In collaboration with nursing informatics, the tool was integrated into the electronic medical record
- Data is automatically pulled from nursing documentation to calculate a readiness score
- Implemented for all patients receiving anesthesia and recovering in the PACU
- Education was provided to PACU nurses and APP through PowerPoint presentations and interactive demonstrations
- Tool compliance is measured to identify clinical relevance and challenges
- Variability in documentation has been assessed to enhance tool accuracy

Study Outcomes – Length of Stay Comparisons

- The proposed tool was utilized with data from the retrospective review to identify what the time of discharge would have been had it been applied to practice and then compared against current state
- Use of the tool was shown to have potential to reduce length of stay by an average of 8 hours

Goals
- Discharge criteria at MSK was not standardized
- The lack of specific objective criteria did not permit quantification of discharge readiness
- Use of a standardized scoring tool provides consistent delivery of optimal patient care, meets TJC requirements and ASPAN recommended standards